Abstract-Cardiotocography is a medical device that monitors fetal heart rate and the uterine contraction during the period of pregnancy. It is used to diagnose and classify a fetus state by doctors who have challenges of uncertainty in data. The Rough Neural Network is one of the most common data mining techniques to classify medical data, as it is a good solution for the uncertainty challenge. This paper provides a simulation of Rough Neural Network in classifying cardiotocography dataset. The paper measures the accuracy rate and consumed time during the classification process. WEKA tool is used to analyse cardiotocography data with different algorithms (neural network, decision table, bagging, the nearest neighbour, decision stump and least square support vector machine algorithm). The comparison shows that the accuracy rates and time consumption of the proposed model are feasible and efficient.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dealing with uncertain and inconsistency data in diagnosing diseases is a very challenging problem in medical field. Cardiotcography (CTG) [1, 2, 3 and 4] is one of the most common diagnostic devices in the last few decades representing features of fetus Heart Rate (FHR) and Uterine Contraction (UC) during pregnancy. The features are organized in a dataset with 21 input attributes and 3 classes of fetus state classified into Normal, Suspicious and Pathologic.
CTG is probably the most widely used technique in all obstetrics. It was introduced by Orvan Hess and Ed Hon at Yale University in 1957 [5] . Before that, the only device used was a stethoscope to determine fetal status and maternal uterine contractions. Therefore, the birth process was as a black box. Before 2008, fetal heart rate was classified as either reassuring or non-reassuring. The NICHD Workgroup [6] proposed a terminology of a three-tiered system to replace the older; they were normal, indeterminate and abnormal. In 2015 FIGO [6] updated the terminology of CTG monitoring device into normal, pathological and suspicious states. The device has several benefits for patients [7, 6, 5] . For example, it helps doctors monitoring more than one patient at the same time, predicting whether the mother needs a cesarean section or not, detecting low and high risk for patients in labour to make decisions quickly. Hence, Fetal Heart Rate (FHR) monitoring remains a widely used method for detecting changes in fetal oxygenation that can occur during labor.
Data mining provides various classification techniques with a suitable accuracy rate and time for such medical data to make decisions or discover patterns in datasets.
In the last decades, the researcher provided many papers on data mining techniques supporting bioinformatics to classify and process data with efficient performance. Dr C Sunder [1] used supervised artificial neural network and support vector machine to classify the CTG dataset depending on training data. But the model didn't have a good performance to classify a suspicious state as the other two states normal and pathological. Dr Ahmed Abou El-Fetouh [8] used hybrid rough neural network model to analyze the performance of breast cancer classification using different sizes of training data. The paper used WEKA [9, 10] tool to measure accuracy rate of Neural Networks and compare the results. But it didn't estimate the consumption time of the RNN [8, 11] model and didn't use more algorithms to compare with the proposed model. Dr Suman [3] used WEKA [9, 10] mining tool to analyze classification techniques like (neural network, Bayesian classification and decision tree) to provide which technique has the best and efficient performance. Comparison among different algorithms determines that each algorithm performs the best result according to its parameters, but he did not determine which one was the best in general to use as classification technique [9] , Dr Divya Bhatnagar [10] . Provided analyses of CTG data set and generated classification rules to identify normal, suspicious and pathological cases using WEKA classifiers. He didn't apply simulation for his results or provide hybrid models for improving classification accuracy rate. Z. Cömert [12] presented the comparative metrics of five www.ijacsa.thesai.org machine learning techniques such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [1, 2, and 13] , support vector machine [14] , extreme learning machine [15] , radial basis function network [16] and random forest [17] . He found that ANN technique is the most efficient in the sensitivity and specificity measures. Dr Mona Gamal [18] used hybrid model of fuzzy rough feature selection and rough neural networks to classify dataset of breast cancer and measure accuracy rate and consumed time of processing data.
The importance of the proposed model is to present a solution of limitations in the previous researches. Providing a good performance to classify all states of fetus heart rate. Also, comparing its results with various algorithms to prove that it satisfies a good accuracy rate in suitable time consumption. And providing analysis of CTG attributes using a WEKA application to visualize it.
The proposed model depends on Rough Neural Network (RNN) [8, 11] which is built on a neural network structure [1, 2 and 13] and rough sets theory [8, 11] . RNN is characterized by various advantages such as the ability to deal with fault tolerance, simplicity and relief of structure, parallel processing of dataset and self-adapted. In addition, RNN advantages of rough set in performing sustainable amount of uncertain data and reduction attributes without losing information. RNN is composed of multilayers input, hidden and output layers. The simulated model measures accuracy rate and time consumption on (CTG) dataset.
The paper is organized as follows; Section 2 presents information about CTG device and its role in diagnosing fetal status. Section 3 provides the proposed model, algorithm and its benefits. Section 4 presents an experimental result of the model and analysis of other classification techniques in comparison. At the end, conclusion and future work are documented in section 5.
II. CARDIOTOCOGRAPHY
Cardiotocography [2] is common medical devices; many re-searches analyze datasets to achieve improved accuracy in diagnosing the state of fetal heart rate under uncertain situations. The device produces a simultaneous recording and traces patterns of the FHR and the UC during pregnancy period and before delivery. Now the Cardiotocography readings are organized and stored for medical researches.
The CTG dataset consists of measurements of FHR and UC for the fetus, the important features of Cardiotocograms classified by an obstetricians' expert, and the data set is available publicly at the data mining repository of University of California Irvine (UCI) [4] . (Last accessed April 2019). Data set was split into training data and testing data with percentages 70% and 30% respectively.
The data set has 21 attributes and classified according to the FHR pattern or fetal state class code [3, 4] . In this study, fetal state class code is used as the target attribute instead of FHR pattern class code and classification into one of three groups Normal, Suspicious or Pathological (NSP) classes. The dataset includes a total of 2126 samples. Attributes description is given in Table I . 
III. PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model uses RNN [8, 11] , which depends on combining Neural Network (NN) [1, 2, and 13] and rough set theory [8, 11] . The proposed model applies the supervised learning model of the RNN and formed from three consecutive phases which are preprocessing, training and testing phases as in the following:
1) Preprocessing phase:
where medical dataset is normalized to avoid anomaly values of features and improve the efficiency of medical data in implementation stage.
2) Training phase: where the RNN is trained to reach best weights helps in discovering patterns of data and reduce absolute error by using a feed forward algorithm, and back propagation algorithm to update upper and lower weights to reach a better classification of CTG data set.
3) Testing phase: where the trained RNN is measured against new instances of data to calculate the accuracy rates using the relation: Accuracy Rate = 1 -absolute error. Moreover, the time consumption is determined to prove the performance of the proposed model.
The RNN structure replaces the traditional neuron by two neurons (lower neuron, upper neuron) to represent lower and upper approximations of each attribute in the CTG data set, its structure formed from 4 layers input, 2 hidden and output layers. The hidden layers have rough neurons, which overlap and exchange information between each other, While the input and output layers consists of traditional neurons as in Fig. 1 .
354 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org Input layer is composed of neuron for each data attribute. The output layer represents the three FHR classes, the hidden layers rough neurons are determined by the Baum-Haussler rule [19] .
Where N hn is the number of hidden neurons, N ts is the number of training samples, Te is the tolerance error, N I is the number of inputs (attributes or features), and N O is the number of the output.
During training process, the normalized input data is multiplied by its weight and computed in sigmoid activation function.
Steps of the proposed model architecture:
Step I: preprocessing phase 1. Read features of each objects in dataset 2. Normalize all values of data by equation
Nor = 
Step II: Training phase Step III: Testing phase Classify new sample of objects and determine the accuracy rate of the model by using relation Accuracy = 1-absolute error, also calculate time consumption in model processing.
The flowchart of the hybrid proposed model is shown in the following Fig. 2 . 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS
CTG is an important medical device that has 21 features to determine the state of fetus heart rate and uterine contraction at the same time. Obstetricians could classify the state of fetal as normal, pathologic or suspicious state according to values of its features. So it's vital to visualize [20, 21] of cardiotcography device features by using WEKA version 3.7.2 [9, 10] application as in Fig. 3 . The attribute is drawn to illustrate a visual qualitative understanding of the distribution.
A boxplot is a statistical way to summarize large amounts of data of each feature and display each of minimum, maximum, range, median and distribution of data. Also, it shows the symmetry of data, the upper and lower quartiles, which represent the numbers above and below the high and lower quarters of the data. The CTG data set boxplot is presented in Fig. 4 . www.ijacsa.thesai.org The proposed model is implemented in the structure of the rough neural network (RNN) as it's one of the best models in processing uncertain medical data. It is composed of four layers input, two hidden and output layers. The input layer is formed from conventional neuron, while hidden layers are formed from pairs of neurons called upper and lower neurons, which overlap to exchange information and using the interval of values. The output layers formed of conventional neurons represent classes of CTG data set which could be normal, suspicious and pathological states. The proposed model is implemented by C# language. In Windows 7 by specification device, processor Intel ®core™ i5, Ram 4 GB, 64-bit operating. The processing is in three steps which are the preprocessing phase that normalizes features values to avoid anomalies, the training phase, which achieves the RNN learning by using back propagation algorithm to update the weights on networks. The third phase is testing which measures the accuracy rate of the classifier and time consumption during processing the model, The CTG data set is divided into training and testing datasets with a percentage of 70% as training data to learn machine and 30% as testing data to compute accuracy rate of the model. The WEKA [9, 10] tool to analysis CTG dataset using different data mining classifiers such as Nearest Neighbor [22, 23] , Neural Network [1, 2, 13] , Bagging [24] , Decision Table [25, 26, 27] , Decision Stump [28, 29] and Least Square Support Vector Machine algorithm [3, 30] and compute accuracy rate as in the following Table II. As shown in the table our model achieves the best accuracy rate compared to other classifiers and it satisfies more efficiency performance. Fig. 5 represents a chart of them as the following.
The time consumption in second of the model is computed and compared to other classifiers as in the following Table III and Fig. 6 observed the RNN model has an acceptable consumption time. RNN is a well-tested algorithm which satisfies efficiency and provides a good diagnosing of diseases rapidly with high accuracy. RNN structure is composed of rough neurons that manage the upper and lower boundaries in the input and hidden layer instead of traditional neuron with full connection between upper neurons, and lower neurons. During training, RNN learns its weights basing on the back propagation algorithm to updates upper and lower weighs boundaries of input and hidden layers. Through the testing phase, the system measures the accuracy of data and time consumption of the processing model. The paper presents a distributed and boxplot visualization of CTG features by WEKA tool. Also, the paper provides an implementation of the proposed model, computes the accuracy rate of CTG data set based on absolute error and time consumption. Comparisons between the proposed model and different data mining algorithms such as Nearest Neighbor, Neural Network, Bagging, Decision Table, Decision Stump and Least Square Support Vector Machine algorithm proved the feasibility of the RNN in classifying the CTG data basing on accuracy rate in suitable time.
The future work, several improvements should be made on the accuracy rate of the proposed model technique and apply other data mining techniques. Also, feature selection algorithms would be applied to remove irrelevant features.
